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Abstract. Proper evaluation is crucial for developing high-quality computerized text summarization systems. In the clinical domain, the specialized information needs of the clinicians complicates the task of evaluating automatically produced clinical text summaries. In this paper we
present and compare the results from both manual and automatic evaluation of computer-generated summaries. These are composed of sentence
extracts from the free text in clinical daily notes – corresponding to individual care episodes, written by physicians concerning patient care. The
purpose of this study is primarily to find out if there is a correlation
between the conducted automatic evaluation and the manual evaluation. We analyze which of the automatic evaluation metrics correlates
the most with the scores from the manual evaluation. The manual evaluation is performed by domain experts who follow an evaluation tool
that we developed as a part of this study. As a result, we hope to get
some insight into the reliability of the selected approach to automatic
evaluation. Ultimately this study can help us in assessing the reliability
of this evaluation approach, so that we can further develop the underlying summarization system. The evaluation results seem promising in
that the ranking order of the various summarization methods, ranked
by all the automatic evaluation metrics, correspond well with that of
the manual evaluation. These preliminary results also indicate that the
utilized automatic evaluation setup can be used as an automated and
reliable way to rank clinical summarization methods internally in terms
of their performance.
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Introduction

With the large amount of information generated in health care organisations
today, information overload is becoming an increasing problem for clinicians
[1,2]. Much of the information that is generated in relation to care is stored
in electronic health record (EHR) systems. The majority of this is free text –
stored as clinical notes – written on a daily basis by clinicians about care of
individual patients. The rest of the information contained in EHRs is mainly
images and structured information, such as medication, coded information and
lab values. Towards tackling the problems of information overload, there is a
need for (EHR) systems that are able to automatically generate an overview, or
summary, of the information in these health records - this applies to both free
text and structured information. Such systems would enable clinicians to spend
more time treating the patients, and less time reading up on information about
the patients. However, in the process of developing such summarization systems,
quick and reliable evaluation is crucial.
A typical situation where information overload is frequently encountered is
when the attending physician is producing the discharge summary at the end
of a care episode. Discharge summaries are an important part of the communication between different professionals providing the health care services and
their aim to ensure the continuity of a patients care. However, there are challenges with these discharge summaries as they are often produced late, and the
information they contain tend to be insufficient. For example, one study showed
that discharge summaries exchanged between the hospital and the primary care
physicians is often lacking information, such as diagnostic test results (lacking
in 33-63%), treatment progression (lacking in 7-22%), medications (lacking in
2-40%), test results (lacking in 65%), counseling (lacking in 90-92%) and followup proposals (lacking in 2-43%) [3]. One reason for this is that, during discharge
summary writing process, the physicians tend to simply not have the time to
read everything that has been documented in the clinical daily notes. Another
reason is the difficulty of identifying the most important information to include
in the discharge summary.
Computer-assisted discharge summaries and standardized templates are measures for improving the transfer time and the quality of discharge information between the hospital and the primary care physicians [3]. Furthermore, computerassisted discharge summary writing using automatic text summarization could
improve the timeliness and quality of discharge summaries further. Another more
general user scenario where text summarization would be useful is when clinicians need to get an overview of the documented content in a care episode, in
particular in critical situations when this information is needed without delay.
Automatic summarization of clinical information is a challenging task because of the different data types, the domain specificity of the language, and
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the special information needs of the clinicians [4]. Producing a comprehensive
overview of the structured information is a rather trivial task [5]. However, that
is not the case for the clinical notes and the free text they contain. Previously,
Liu et al. [6] applied the automated text summarization methods of the MEAD
system [7] to Finnish intensive care nursing narratives. In this work the produced summaries were automatically evaluated against corresponding discharge
reports. The authors found that some of the considered methods outperformed
the random baseline method, however, the authors noted that the results were
overall quite disappointing, and that further work was needed in order to develop
reliable evaluation methods for the task.
We have developed an extraction based text summarization system that attempts to automatically produce a textual summary of the free text contained
in all the clinical (daily) notes related to a – possibly ongoing – care episode,
written by physicians. The focus of this paper is not on how the summarization system works, but rather on how to evaluate the summaries it produces. In
our ongoing work towards developing this system, we have so far seven different
summarization methods to evaluate, including a Random method and an Oracle
method. The latter method representing an upper bound for the automatic evaluation score. Having a way to quickly and automatically evaluate the summaries
that these methods produce is critical during method development phase. Thus
the focus of this paper is how to perform such automated evaluation in a reliable
and cost-effective way.
Automatic evaluation of an extraction based summary is typically done
through having a gold standard, or “gold summary”, for comparison. A gold
summary is typically an extraction based summary produced by human experts
[8]. Then one measures the textual overlap, or similarity, between a targeted
summary and the corresponding gold summary, using some metric for this purpose. However, we do not have such manually tailored gold summaries available.
Instead we explore the use of the original physician-made discharge summaries
for evaluation purposes as a means of overcoming this problem. These discharge
summaries contain sentence extracts, and possibly slightly rewritten sentences,
from the clinical notes. They also typically contain information that has never
been documented earlier in the corresponding care episode, which makes them
possibly suboptimal for the task of automatic evaluation.
To explore whether this approach to automatic evaluation is viable, we have
also conducted manual evaluation of a set of summaries, and then compared this
to the results from the automatic evaluation. A possible correlation between how
the manual and automatic evaluation ranks the summarization methods would
mean that further automatic evaluation with this approach can be considered
somewhat reliable. In this study, automatic evaluation is mainly performed using the ROUGE evaluation package [9]. The manual evaluation was done by
domain experts who followed an evaluation scheme/tool that we developed for
this purpose. Figure 1 illustrates the evaluation experiment.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the evaluation experiment.

2

Data

The data set used in this study contained the electronic health records of approximately 26,000 patients admitted to a Finnish university hospital between
the years 2005–2009 with any type of cardiac problem. An ethical statement
(17.2.2009 §67) and the organisational permission (2/2009) from the hospital
district was obtained before collection of this data set.
To produce data suited for automatic summarization, discharge summaries
were extracted and associated to the daily notes they summarize. There were
two types of discharge summaries: internal (written when the patient is moved
to another ward and summarizing the time spent on the given ward) and final
(written when the patient leaves the hospital and summarizing the whole stay).
Note that a final discharge also summarizes any internal summaries written
during the stay.
All notes and discharge summaries were lemmatized at the sentence level
using the morphological analyser FinTWOL [10] and the disambiguator FinCG
[11] by Lingsoft, Inc.6 . Stopwords were also removed7 . The preprocessed corpus
contained 66,884 unique care episodes with 39 million words from a vocabulary
of 0.6 million unique terms.
The full corpus was utilized in deriving statistics about the language for some
of the summarization methods. For the summarization and evaluation experiment, the corpus was narrowed down to the care episodes having I25 (Chronic
ischaemic heart disease; including its sub-codes) as the primary ICD-10 code
and consisting of at least 8 clinical notes, including the discharge summary. The
6
7
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latter condition justifies the use of text summarization. The data were then split
into the training and test sets, containing 159 and 156 care episodes, for the
parameter optimization and evaluation of summarization methods, respectively.

3

Text Summarization

All summarization methods used in this study are based on extraction-based
multi-document summarization. This means that each summary consist of a
subset of the content in the original sentences, found in the various clinical notes
that the summary is produced from [12]. This can be seen as a specialized type
of multi-document summarization since each document, or clinical note, belong
to the same patient, and together constitute a connected sequence. In the presented evaluation, seven different summarization methods are used, including
Random and Oracle, resulting in seven different summaries per care episode.
The original physician made discharge summary, Original, which is used as the
gold summary for automatic evaluation, is also included in the manual evaluation. For the automatic evaluation, this gold summary is viewed as the perfect
summary, thus having a perfect F-score (see Section 4.1). As stated earlier, the
focus of this paper is on evaluating the text summaries produced by a summarization system. Thus the description of the utilized summarization system and
the various methods used will be explained in more detail in a forthcoming extended version of this work. However, the two trivial control methods, Random
and Oracle, deserves some explanation here.
Random This is the baseline method, which works by composing a summary
through simply selecting sentences randomly from the various clinical notes. This
method should give some indication of the difficultly level of the summarization
task at hand.
Oracle This is a control-method that has access to the gold summary during the summarization process. It basically tries to optimize the ROUGE-N2
F-scores for the generated summary according to the gold summary, using a
greedy search strategy. This summarization method can naturally not be used
in a real user scenario, but it represents the upper limit for what is possible
to achive in score for an extraction based summary, or summarization method,
when using ROUGE for evaluation.
The other summarization methods are here referred to as SumMet1, SumMet2,
SumMet3, SumMet4 and SumMet5.
For each individual care episode, the length of the corresponding gold summary served as the length limit for all the seven generated summaries. This
was mainly done so that a sensible automatic evaluation score (F-score, see Section 4.1) could be calculated. In a more realistic user scenario, a fixed length
could be used, or e.g. a length that is based on how many clinical notes the summaries are generated from. Each computer generated summary is run through
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a post-processing step, where each sentence are sorted according to when they
were written.

4

Evaluation Experiment

We conducted and compared two types of evaluation, automatic evaluation and
manual evaluation in order to evaluate the different summarization methods.
The purpose of this study is primarily to find out if there is a correlation between
the conducted automatic evaluation and the manual evaluation. This will further
reveal which of the automatic evaluation metrics that correlates the most with
the scores from the manual evaluation. As a result, we would get some insight
into the reliability of the selected approach to automatic evaluation. Ultimately
this study can help us in assessing the reliability of this evaluation approach, so
that we can further develop the underlying summarization system.
In the automatic evaluation we calculated the F-score for the overlap between the generated summaries and the corresponding gold summaries using
the ROUGE evaluation package. As gold summaries we used the original discharge summary written by a physician. This gold summary is thus considered
to be the optimal summary8 , so we assume that it to always have an F-score of
1.0.
The conducted evaluation can be classified as so called intrinsic evaluation.
This means that the summaries are evaluated independently of how they potentially affect some external task [8].
4.1

Automatic Evaluation

ROUGE metrics, provided by the ROUGE evaluation package [9] (see e.g. [13]),
are widely used as automatic performance measures in the text summarization
literature. To limit the number of evaluations, we selected four common variants:
–
–
–
–

ROUGE-N1. Unigram co-occurrence statistics.
ROUGE-N2. Bigram co-occurrence statistics.
ROUGE-L. Longest common sub-sequence co-occurrence statistics.
ROUGE-SU4. Skip-bigram and unigram co-occurrence statistics.

These metrics are all based on finding word n-gram co-occurrences, or overlaps, between a) one or more reference summaries, i.e. gold summary, and b)
the candidate summary to be evaluated.
Each metric counts the number of overlapping units (the counting method
of which depends on the variant) and uses that information to calculate recall
(R), precision (P ), and F-score (F ). The recall is the ratio of overlapping units
to the total number of units in the reference while the precision is the ratio
of overlapping units to the total number of units in the candidate. The former
8

This is of course not always the truth from a clinical perspective, but we leave that
to another discussion.
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describes how well the candidate covers the reference and the latter describes
the quality of the candidate. The F-score is then calculated as
F =

2P R
,
P +R

(1)

The evaluations were performed with the lemmatized texts with common
stopwords and numbers removed.
4.2

Manual Evaluation

The manual evaluation was conducted independently by three domain experts.
Each did a blinded evaluation of the eight summary types (seven machine generated ones plus the original discharge summary) for five care episodes. Hence,
the total sum of evaluated summaries per evaluator was 40. All summaries were
evaluated with a 30-item schema, or evaluation tool (see Table 1). This tool was
constructed based on the content criteria guideline for medical discharge summaries, used in the region where the data was collected. So each item correspond
to a criteria in this guideline. In this way, items were designed to evaluate the
medical content of the summaries from the perspective of discharge summary
writing. When evaluating a summary, each of these items were evaluated on a 4class scale from -1 to 2, where, -1 = not relevant, 0 = not included, 1 = partially
included and 2 = fully included. The evaluators also had all the corresponding
clinical notes at their disposal when performing the evaluation.
The items in our tool are somewhat comparable to the evaluation criteria
used in an earlier study of evaluating neonate’s discharge summaries, where
the computer generated discharge summaries using lists of diagnoses linked to
ICD-codes [14]. However, the data summarized in the aforementioned work is
mainly structured and pre-classified data, thus the summarization methods or
performance is not comparable to our work.
The evaluators experienced the manual evaluations, following the 30-item
tool, to be very difficult and extremely time consuming. This was mainly due
to the evaluation tool, i.e. its items, being very detailed and required a lot of
clinical judgement. Therefore, for this study, only five patient care episodes and
their corresponding summaries, generated by the summarization system, were
evaluated by all three evaluators. This number of evaluated summaries are too
small for generalization of the results, but this should still give some indication of
the quality of the various summarization methods in the summarization system.
The 30 items in the manual evaluation tool are presented in Table 1.
4.3

Evaluation Statistics

In order to test whether the differences in the automatic evaluation scores between the different summarization methods were statistically significant, we performed the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [15] for each evaluation measure, and each
pair of methods at significance level p = 0.05. We also calculated the p-values
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Table 1. Items evaluated in the manual evaluation.

Evaluation criteria
Care period
Care place
Events (diagnoses/procedure codes) of care episode
Procedures of care episode
Long-term diagnoses
Reason for admission
Sender
Current diseases, which have impact on care solutions
Effects of current diseases, which have impact on care solutions
Current diseases, which have impact on medical treatment solutions
Effects of current diseases, which impact on medical treatment solutions
Course of the disease
Test results in chronological order with reasons
Test results in chronological order with consequences
Procedures in chronological order with reasons
Procedures in chronological order with consequences
Conclusions
Assessment of the future
Status of the disease at the end of the treatment period
Description of patient education
Ability to work
Medical certificates (including mention of content and duration)
Prepared or requested medical statements
A continued care plan
Home medication
Follow-up instructions
Indications for re-admission
Agreed follow-up treatments in the hospital district
Other disease, symptom or problem that requires further assessment
Information of responsible party for follow-up treatment

for manual evaluation. These were obtained with the paired Wilcoxon test computed over the 30 mean content criteria scores of the 30-item evaluation tool (see
Table1). The mean scores were calculated by averaging the manually entered
scores of the three evaluators and five care episodes. The -1 values indicating
non-relevance were treated as missing values (i.e. they were ignored when calculating the averages). Also here a significance level of p = 0.05 was used. The
agreement between the three evaluators was investigated by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for all manually evaluated summaries using
the two-way-mixed model.
To identify which of the automatic evaluation metrics that best follows the
manual evaluation, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC)
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman’s rho) [16] were calculated between the normalized manual evaluation scores and each of the automatic
evaluation scores (from Table 2).

5

Evaluation Results

The results from the automatic and the manual evaluations are presented in Table 2. The scores from the automatic evaluation are calculated from the average
F-scores from the 156 test care episodes, while the results from the manual eval-
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Table 2. Evaluation results, each column are ranked internally by score.
Rank ROUGE-N1
F-score
1 Original
1.0000
2 Oracle
0.7964
3 SumMet2
0.6700
4 SumMet5
0.5957
5 SumMet1
0.4785
6 SumMet4
0.3790
7 Random
0.3781
8 SumMet3
0.3582

ROUGE-N2
F-score
Original
1.0000
Oracle
0.7073
SumMet2
0.5922
SumMet5
0.4838
SumMet1
0.3293
SumMet4
0.2363
Random
0.2094
SumMet3
0.2041

ROUGE-L
F-score
Original
1.0000
Oracle
0.7916
SumMet2
0.6849
SumMet5
0.5902
SumMet1
0.4717
SumMet4
0.3725
Random
0.3695
SumMet3
0.3521

ROUGE-SU4
F-score
Original
1.0000
Oracle
0.6850
SumMet2
0.5841
SumMet5
0.4723
SumMet1
0.3115
SumMet4
0.2297
SumMet3
0.2013
Random
0.2001

Manual
(normmax )
Original
1.0000
SumMet2
0.6738
Oracle
0.6616
SumMet5
0.6419
SumMet3
0.5326
SumMet1
0.5167
Random
0.5161
SumMet4
0.5016

uation are the average scores from a subset of five care episodes (also included
in the automatic evaluation), all evaluated by three domain experts. The latter
scores have all been normalized by dividing the scores of the highest ranking
method. This was done in an attempt to scale these scores to the F-scores from
the automatic evaluation.
All automatic metrics and the manual evaluation agreed in terms of what
summarization method belongs to the top three, and the bottom four. When
calculating significance levels for the automatic evaluations for the five highest
ranked methods, the differences were always significant. However, in several cases
the differences between the three lowest ranked methods, those being SumMet4,
SumMet3 and Random, were not statistically significant. These results are in agreement with the fact that all the evaluation measures agreed on which the five best
performing methods were, whereas the three worst methods are equally bad, all
performing on a level that does not significantly differ from the approach of
picking the sentences for the summary randomly.
For the manual evaluation, the original discharge summaries scored significantly higher than any of the generated summaries. Furthermore, the summaries
produced by the Oracle, SumMet2 and SumMet5 methods were evaluated to be
significantly better than those produced by the four other methods. Thus, the
manual evaluation divided the automated summarization methods into two distinct groups, one group that produced seemingly meaningful summaries, and the
other that did not work significantly better than the Random method. The divi8

The original discharge summary is of course not a product of any of the summarization methods.
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Table 3. PPMCC and Spearman’s rho results, indicating how the scoring by the
automatic evaluation metrics correlates with the normalized manual evaluation scores.
Evaluation metric
ROUGE-N1
ROUGE-N2
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-SU4

PPMCC (p-values)
0.9293 (0.00083)
0.9435 (0.00043)
0.9291 (0.00084)
0.9510 (0.00028)

Spearman’s rho (p-values)
0.8095 (0.01490)
0.8095 (0.01490)
0.8095 (0.01490)
0.8571 (0.00653)

Fig. 2. Graph showing the evarage manual scores (normmax ), calculated from five care
episodes (evaluated by three domain experts), and average F-scores by ROUGE-SU4,
calculated from 156 care episodes. The order, from left to right, is sorted according to
descending manual scores.

sion closely agrees with that of the automated evaluations, the difference being
that in the manual evaluation also SumMet1 ended up in the bottom group of
badly performing summarization methods.
In Table 3 are the PPMCC and Spearman’s rho results, indicating how each
automatic evaluation metric correlates with the manual evaluation scores. Spearmans rho is a rank-correlation measure, so it does not find any difference between
most of the measures, since they rank the methods in exactly the same order
(except ROUGE-SU4, which has a single rank difference compared to others).
In contrast, PPMCC measures the linear dependence taking into account magnitudes of the scores in addition to the ranks, so it observes some extra differences
between the measures. This shows that ROUGE-SU4 has the best correlation
compared to the manual evaluation. Figure 2 illustrates the normalized manual
evaluation scores with the ROUGE-SU4 F-scores.
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Discussion

All automatic evaluation metrics and the manual evaluation agreed that the top
three automatic summarization methods significantly outperform the Random
method. These methods are SumMet2, SumMet5 and Oracle. Thus we can with a
certain confidence assume that this reflects the actual performance of the utilized
summarization methods. Oracle is of course not a proper method, given that it
is “cheating”, but it is a good indicator for what the upper performance limit it.
The reliability of the manual evaluation is naturally rather weak, given that
only five care episodes were evaluated by the three evaluators. The findings
of the manual evaluation are not generalizable due to the small number of care
episodes evaluated. Therefore, more manual evaluation is needed to confirm these
findings.
On a more general level, the results indicate that the utilized approach –
using the original discharge summaries as gold summaries – is a seemingly viable
approach. This also means that the same evaluation framework can potentially
be transferred to clinical text in other countries and languages who follow a
similar hospital practice as in Finland.
The manual evaluation results show that the various summarization methods
are less discriminated in terms of scores when compared to the automatic evaluation scores. We believe that this is partly to blame for the small evaluation
set these scores are based on, and also because of the evaluation tool that was
utilized. For these reasons we are still looking into ways to improve the manual
evaluation tool before we conduct further manual evaluation. It is interesting to
see that SumMet2 is considered to outperform the Oracle method, according to
the manual evaluators.
6.1

Lessons learned from the manual evaluation

The agreement between the evaluators in the manual evaluation was calculated
with the 40 different summaries evaluated by each of the three evaluators. The
ICC value for the absolute agreement was 0,68 (95% CI 0,247-0,853, p<0,001).
There is no definite limit in the literature on how to interpret ICC values, but
there are guidelines that suggest that values below 0.4 are poor, values from
0.4 to 0.59 are fair, values from 0.6 to 0.74 are good and values from 0.75 to
1.0 are excellent in terms of the level of interrater agreement [17]. The agreement between the evaluators in the manual evaluation was good, based on these
suggested limits. This means that there were some differences between the evaluations conducted by the three evaluators, which indicates that the criteria used
in the 30-item manual evaluation tool allowed this variance, and therefore, the
tool with its items need further development. Another aspect is that the evaluators would need more training concerning the use of the criteria and possibly
more strict guidelines.
Furthermore, the evaluators reported that the manual evaluation was difficult and very time consuming, due to the numerous and detailed items in the
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manual evaluation tool. They also reported that the judgement process necessary when evaluating the summaries was too demanding. It became obvious
that several of the items in the evaluation tool were too specifically targeting
structured information. This means information that is already identified and
classified in the health record system, which does not need to be present in the
unstructured free text from where the summaries are generated. Examples are
’Care period’, ’Care place’ and ’Sender’. In the future, a shorter tool, i.e. less
items, with stricter criteria and more detailed guidelines for the evaluators is
needed. One important property of such a new tool would be, when used by the
human evaluators, that good and bad summaries (i.e. summarization methods)
are properly discriminated in terms of scoring.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the results from automatic and manual evaluation of seven different methods for automatically generating clinical text summaries. The summary documents was composed from the free text of the clinical
daily notes written by physicians related to patient care.
Seven automatic summarization methods were evaluated. For the automatic
evaluation the corresponding original discharge summaries were used as gold
summaries for doing the automatic evaluation. Among these summarization
methods were the control-methods Random and Oracle. Four ROUGE metrics
were used for the automatic evaluation, ROUGE-N1, ROUGE-N2, ROUGE-L
and ROUGE-SU4.
The evaluation results seem promising in that the ranking order of the various summarization methods, ranked by all the automatic evaluation metrics,
correspond well with that of the manual evaluation. These preliminary results
indicates that the utilized automatic evaluation setup can be used as an automated and reliable way to rank clinical summarization methods internally in
terms of their performance.
More manual evaluation, on a larger sample of care episodes, is needed to confirm the findings in this study. In this context, more research is needed to make
a manual evaluation tool that better discriminates good from bad summaries,
as well as being easier to use by evaluators. This preliminary work provided us
good insight and ideas about how to further develop the manual evaluation tool,
suited for a larger-scale manual evaluation.
As future work, we also plan to conduct so called extrinsic evaluation of the
summarization methods, meaning that the various summaries produced by the
system are evaluated in terms of their impact on clinical work.
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